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SUMMARY
Recent years have witnessed the emergence of microprocessors that are embedded
within a plethora of devices used in everyday life. Embedded architectures are customized
through a meticulous and time consuming design process to satisfy stringent constraints
with respect to performance, area, power, and cost. In embedded systems, the cost of
the memory hierarchy limits its ability to play as central a role. This is due to stringent
constraints that fundamentally limit the physical size and complexity of the memory system.
Ultimately, application developers and system engineers are charged with the heavy burden
of reducing the memory requirements of an application.
This thesis offers the intriguing possibility that compilers can play a significant role in
the automatic design space exploration and optimization of embedded memory systems.
This insight is founded upon a new analytical model and novel compiler optimizations that
are specifically designed to increase the synergy between the processor and the memory
system. The analytical models serve to characterize intrinsic program properties, quantify
the impact of compiler optimizations on the memory systems, and provide deep insight into




During the past three decades, the microprocessor has proliferated many aspects of daily
life with a scope and depth that was hard to imagine during its early development. To-
day, processors are found in mainframes, servers, desktop workstations, and a plethora of
embedded products that include sensors, robots, gaming consoles, media players, digital
cameras, network routers, navigation systems, mobile phones and other portable devices.
For microprocessors, the periodic doubling in the number of transistors that can be
fabricated on a chip often meant a hundred percent increase in performance every year and
a half, at no additional cost. The phenomenon, first prophesied by Intel co-founder Gordon
E. Moore, has “delighted consumers and product designers, and has been the main reason
why the microprocessor has been one of the greatest technologies of our time” [8]. Every
generation of processors has enabled new, larger, and more complex applications.
The leading microprocessor companies have focused on maintaining the Moore trajectory
even though the National Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors has observed that the
number of transistors that engineers could design into new circuits is increasing at a rate of
only twenty percent a year [25]. This low rate is due to the physical realities of wire delay
and power consumption that challenge all existing design methodologies. As a result, the
industry is beginning to witness a significant paradigm shift in processor design, away from
large monolithic chips, toward multicore processors and heterogeneous systems on a chip.
The departure from monolithic processors is emphasized in the embedded domains where
the increasing transistor density is used to provide a rich set of highly specialized devices,
each customized for a specific computational task. Hence, while a specialized core is used to
carry out number crunching functions, a general purpose processor is used for less compu-
tationally demanding tasks. This methodology leverages the latest commercial-off-the-shelf
technology in order to successfully design custom solutions within the short time-to-market
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window characteristic of the industry. This is in contrast to the traditional approach to
customization which required significant time and financial investments to design applica-
tion specific integrated circuits (ASICs). The ASIC methodology incurs high non-recurring
engineering costs, and is only practical in high-volume applications where the costs can be
effectively amortized.
Custom processing solutions provide substantial opportunities for performance gains.
They also magnify the need for sustainable high rates of data delivery from main memory
to the processing units. The memory hierarchy has served as a central component in
computing platforms since the introduction of the von Neumann machine [9, 51]. It uses
several levels of cache memories, with each level trading off capacity for access speed, to
bridge the widening performance gap between processor and main memory: while processing
speeds have nearly doubled every year, memory response times have increased a much slower
rate of 7% a year [22].
In embedded systems, the cost of the memory hierarchy limits its ability to play as
central a role. This is due to stringent area, power, and cost constraints that fundamentally
impact design choices, and limit the physical size and complexity of the memory system.
Ultimately, application developers and system engineers are charged with the burden of
reducing the memory requirements of an application in order to avoid memory bottlenecks
that degrade processor throughput.
This thesis presents a foundation for the automatic optimization of memory require-
ments using novel compiler techniques that are designed to increase the synergy between
the processor and its memory system. The thesis offers the intriguing possibility of compiler
optimizations playing a significant role in optimizing the memory design of an embedded
system. As shown in Figure 1(a), design space exploration involves exploring alternate
architectural solutions to meet a specified performance constraint for a fixed program P.
Thus while the program is fixed, the optimization techniques are applied to find the archi-
tecture that best satisfies the desired constraints. In contrast and as shown in Figure 1(b),














































(b) Traditional compiler optimization.
Figure 1: Design space exploration and compiler optimizations as duals.
applications or programs P1,P2 . . .Pk are optimized to achieve the best possible perfor-
mance on a fixed target processor. An exploratory design space optimization demonstrates
a compiler-guided two fold reduction in the size of a memory hierarchy.
There are mainly two classes of optimizations that can improve the memory system
performance. The first is a class locality enhancing optimizations that improve temporal
and spatial clustering of addresses to leverage the design characteristics of modern memory
systems and reduce memory traffic. These optimizations are founded upon fundamental
intrinsic properties of all programming paradigms. The second is a class of latency hiding
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optimizations that anticipate future memory references and prefetch them into the fastest
memories ahead of their actual use. Such optimizations have long served to improve per-
formance by mitigating the gap between processor and memory speeds.
This thesis introduces data remapping as a new locality enhancing optimization, and
introspective prefetching as a new latency hiding optimization. Both advocate a model
of introspective computation where a compiler orchestrates macroscopic execution policies,
and the processor dynamically adapts the policies locally (at microscopic scale) in response
to runtime events that cannot be practically anticipated and resolved at compile time.
This results in a more effective use of the memory hierarchy, along with smaller memory
footprints and shorter access latencies. These improvements not only directly translate to
faster execution, but more importantly, they also impact the physical characteristics of the
memory hierarchy by reducing its size, power needs, and overall cost.
1.1 Methodology and contributions
At the heart of this work is a compile time data remapping algorithm that is designed
to enhance locality for dynamic programs with irregular memory access patterns. Stated
in simple terms, remapping is a reorganization of the application data, such that elements
that are accessed contemporaneously are in fact placed together in memory. In other words,
data remapping aims to improve the spatial locality of objects that have strong temporal
affinities for each other. It leads to significant performance gains on simulated and existing
commodity processors. It is also shown to reduce the memory system requirements in half
for some benchmarks, leading to significantly less costly memory hierarchies.
Another contribution of this work is the concept of introspective prefetching. It is a
unified compiler-orchestrated strategy for effective latency hiding techniques. Introspective
prefetching is an innovative combination of speculative and predicated execution which are
traditionally used to increase instruction level parallelism. In this thesis, they are used
to dynamically modify execution in response to information propagated from the memory
system. This contribution facilitates the introduction of effective prefetching strategies into











Figure 2: Summary of analytical framework.
various types of applications. It has negligible architectural overhead, and is far less costly
that existing latency hiding strategies.
This thesis introduces a new analytical foundation to formally reason about memory
design space trade-offs, and to facilitate an exploration framework centered around compiler
technology. The analytical framework is summarized in Figure 2. It characterizes the
intrinsic behavior of a program and can interpret those properties in a microarchitecture
context. The models quantify well known concepts of temporal and spatial locality. The
same models are shown for the first time to not only explain performance implications,
but also serve to analyze the impact of locality on memory system design. Previous work
on locality models is focused on one dimension or the other. The analytical models can
measure the impact of compiler optimizations on memory system performance, and provide
deep insight into the trade-offs that affect memory system design.
1.2 Thesis organization
The inspiration for this thesis is a desire for an analytical framework that serves to quantify
the design trade-offs that affect memory systems. Chapter 2 introduces the analytical
foundation for this thesis.
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Chapter 3 introduces data remapping, a new locality enhancing algorithm design to
improve the spatial locality in applications that are rich in dynamic data structures.
Chapter 4 presents an evaluation of data remapping using commodity processors, and
demonstrates that the performance gains that data remapping affords can be traded to
optimize the memory architecture.
Chapter 5 introduces and evaluates the concept of introspective prefetching, a low cost
latency hiding strategy that is practical for embedded processors.
Finally, Chapter 6 identifies areas for future work and concludes the thesis.
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CHAPTER II
FOUNDATION AND ANALYTICAL MODEL
There are many optimizations that impact the design criteria of a memory system. This
chapter presents an analytical model that serves as a foundation for characterizing the
impact of memory optimizations on the design space. The model serves as a guide to
understanding design trade-offs, and facilitates an exploration framework centered around
compiler technology.
The model is based on the insight that the realized properties of an application (e.g.,
performance in total cycles) are a manifestation of intrinsic program characteristics in the
context of a specific architecture. The model decouples the intrinsic and realized behaviors,
and demonstrates how to independently quantify the intrinsic properties and interpret them
in a physical setting. An important implication of the model is that memory optimizations
that impact performance directly translate to optimizations of the memory design space in
terms of its size, power, and cost.
The model is built on the premise that bandwidth is the main bottleneck to faster per-
formance. For the purpose of this exposition, bandwidth is simply the rate of data transfer
between two components of the memory systems (e.g., main memory and cache). As illus-
trated in Figure 3, when the available bandwidth is saturated, any further increase in the
clock frequency does not improve the processing rate [18]. Compiler optimizations that tar-
get the memory system directly impact the bandwidth requirements of the application. The
analytical model demonstrates how to quantify the demand bandwidth of the application,
and can explain why memory optimizations are effective.
The demand bandwidth is intrinsic to the application, whereas the available bandwidth
is a fixed architecture quantity. It is evident that the balance between demand and available
bandwidth dictates the processing rates of the application. Performance degrades when the
















Figure 3: Performance versus bandwidth.
time waiting for data delivery. In contrast, the memory system ceases to be a bottleneck
when the available bandwidth is high enough to satisfy the demand bandwidth.
2.1 Model of demand bandwidth
The demand bandwidth of an application is dependent on the application working set, or
in other words, the set of addresses that are referenced during the program lifetime. The
application working set is often much larger than any feasible cache or local memory1 can
accommodate, and hence it is necessary to consider intermediate working sets that span
different intervals of execution. Thus, consider a reference trace T for a given application.
The trace is the sequence of addresses referenced by the application during a specific ex-
ecution. Now partition T into smaller non-overlapping traces s1, s2, . . . , sn, such that
T = s1|s2| . . . |sn.
The working set at the ith interval of execution is defined as ŝi. It is the set formed from
the unique addresses in si. Let L(i) equal the number of references in si (i.e., L(i) = |si|),
and V(i) equal the number of unique addresses in that trace (i.e., V(i) = |ŝi|). Naturally, the
demand bandwidth for working set ŝi is directly proportional the amount of data necessary
to turnover (transform) working set ŝi−1 into ŝi. Formally, the turnover factor of the ith
working set is defined as
Γ(i) = V(i)− |ŝi ∩ ŝi−1| (1)
1For clarity, the remainder of the chapter will simply refer to caches although the same conclusions and
remarks apply to local memories.
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where ŝ0 is the empty set. The turnover is in terms of an addressable unit (au) such as a
byte. That is, ŝi has Γ(i) bytes that are new compared to the previous working set, and
each new byte requires an expensive memory access.
A working set can amortize the cost of memory accesses over its execution interval. Here,
the duration of a working set is measured with respect to the length of its corresponding





for any positive i less than or equal to n. A working set spanning a long period of time
(i.e., V(i) L(i)) requires less bandwidth than a working set that is changing very rapidly
(i.e., V(i) ≈ L(i)). Thus, D is a measure of the amortization rate. It is in terms of
aus (numerator) per reference (denominator), and ranges from a minimum value of 0 to a
maximum value of 1 au per reference.
2.2 Implications to cache design
Stored-program architectures store program instructions and data in large memory struc-
tures. Caches obviate the need for long memory accesses by locating frequently used instruc-
tions and data closer to the processing units. On each cache reference, the cache searches
its contents for the requested address. This is typically achieved by partitioning the address
into two (or more) fields. The first, traditionally consisting of the low-order bits, is known as
the index. It is used to reference one the corresponding sets in the cache. The second field,
known as the tag, is compared against the tag of the referenced cache set. When the two
tags match, an event known as a cache hit, the data in the referenced cache set is forwarded
to the processor. In the event of a cache miss, where the address tag and the set tag do
not match, the cache forwards the address to the next cache in the hierarchy, ultimately
reaching main memory. When the request is serviced, the cache updates its contents and
overwrites the appropriate set to store the new data and tag field.
Caches have a finite capacity, and their efficacy is dependent on the intrinsic properties
of the application working sets. For example, caches are ineffective when the demand
bandwidth is near its maximum value. In this regime, nearly every reference in the working
9
Table 1: Summary of design trade-offs.
Ratio of actual to intrinsic Performance
demand bandwidth implications
C ≈ V(i) = 1 no slowdown
C < V(i) ≥ 1 may slowdown
C > V(i) ≤ 1 may speedup
set requires an independent access to (fetch from) memory. When this scenario is observed,
it is prudent to bias the design choice toward higher bandwidth and smaller caches. When
the demand bandwidth is low, the size of a working set directly impacts the cache size. For
a fixed cache size C, there a three scenarios.
• If C ≈ V(i) then the intermediate working set can completely reside in the cache.
Any data elements that are unique to the current working set are fetched only once
during its execution interval, and no additional memory accesses are necessary.
• If C < V(i) then the intermediate working set is larger than the cache capacity. This
scenario increases the actual demand bandwidth as data elements from the current
working set may be fetched on more than one occasion. The extent of the increase in
bandwidth requirements is dependent on the nature of data reuse within the working
set.
• If C > V(i) then the cache capacity is larger than the current working set, and as a
result, it may have remnants of previous working sets. The data artifacts can serve
to reduce the actual demand bandwidth because of greater reuse. To see that this is
true, it is possible to redefine Equation 1 as
Γ(i, w) = V(i)− |ŝi ∩ (ŝi−1 ∪ ŝi−2 . . . ∪ ŝi−ω)| (3)
where ω = min(w, i) is the length of the history to consider. When w = 1, Equa-
tions 1 and 3 are equivalent. At the extreme where w = n, the entire execution history
is used.
Equation 3 shows that it is possible to reduce the turnover rate by preserving more and
more history as the application progresses in its execution. Therefore it is natural to favor
10
Table 2: Locality and bandwidth interactions.
Temporal Locality Turnover Demand Bandwidth
high low low
low high high
larger caches during the design process. The objective of design space exploration is to
find the smallest C such that the overall performance degrades no more than a specified
threshold. For example, a design exploration process may search for the smallest C that is
greater than or equal to 90% of the intermediate working set sizes. Alternatively, it may
impose a partitioning of the application trace T into working sets of a fixed size V (i.e.,
V(i) = V for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n). In this case, the design exploration process is reduced to finding
the smallest V that yields the lowest mean demand bandwidth.
Table 1 summarizes the design trade-offs. The model for demand bandwidth provides a
foundation for quantifying the design choices, and pruning the design space systematically.
The remainder of this chapter addresses other implications to memory system design.
2.3 Temporal locality
The turnover factor is related to the well known concept of temporal locality. A reference is
said to have temporal locality if it occurs repeatedly within some time interval. Temporal
locality reduces bandwidth requirements because of greater data reuse. This directly follows
from Equation 1. If the temporal locality between two working sets is high, then their
intersection is large and hence the packing factor is low. This ultimately contributes to
reducing the demand bandwidth. It is thus no wonder that so many researchers have
focused on computation reordering as a key locality enhancing optimizations (see [5] for a
comprehensive survey). In such optimizations, a compiler attempts to reorder execution
such that adjacent intervals of computation share common references.
The relationship between temporal locality and demand bandwidth is summarized in





or simply one minus the number of turnover in references from one working set to another,
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divided by the total number of references. When Γ(i) ≈ L(i), the temporal locality ap-
proaches zero. This is as expected since the working set does not have any address reuse.
In contrast, the locality is near perfect when L(i) V(i).
It may be tempting to distinguish between inter and intra working set locality. However
note that when the inter locality is high, intra locality is inconsequential because many
references in working set ŝi are common to the previous working set ŝi−1 (i.e., Γ(i) ≈ 0).
This is true even when every reference in ŝi is unique. When the inter locality is low,
Γ(i) ≈ V(i) and Equation 4 naturally quantifies intra working set locality. The demand
bandwidth is formally related to temporal locality by the following equation
D(i) = 1− TL(i) (5)
showing that locality has a direct impact on the bandwidth requirements of an application.
2.4 Spatial locality
A concept related to temporal locality is that of spatial locality. A reference that is in
close physical proximity (in the address space) to neighboring references (in the access
trace) is said to have spatial locality. The concept of spatial locality is deeply rooted in
many computation paradigms. As a simple example consider that instruction are fetched
sequentially from memory even though they may execute out of order. As another example
consider a loop that iterates through every element of a single dimensional array. The
elements of the array are located in a contiguous region of memory. The working set of the
loop is the array, and the references to the elements are all spatially clustered withing the
same region of physical memory.
The notion of spatial locality is so well ingrained in computing paradigms that architec-
tures are designed to transfer data in terms of blocks [18]. The block-fetch strategy serves
to amortize the cost of an expensive memory access. It leverages the capabilities of modern
memories to quickly and efficiently retrieve adjacent data items. Its efficacy however relies
on the underlying premise that the reference that induced the transfer has adequate spatial
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Figure 4: Examples of spatial locality.
Every address in the address space is a member of a specific physical block in memory.
Usually, an address α belongs to block (α mod B) for a block of size B aus. An example
is illustrated in Figure 4. The working set consists of six unique references, and a block
consists of three addressable units. In (a), every address is shown to map to a different
block, resulting in poor spatial locality. When these blocks are fetched, 2
3
of their elements
constitute pollution. In the alternate mapping shown in (b), the references have better
spatial locality, mapping into two blocks. There is no pollution in this case, and the block
fetch strategy is most effective.
The mapping of references into blocks introduces the notion of a physical working set
size. The physical working set size is defined as
P(ŝ, B) = R(ŝ, B)×B (6)
where R(ŝ, B) equals the number of blocks required to map every address α ∈ ŝ to its
corresponding block. The virtual working set size of ŝi is defined as P(ŝi, 1) and it is
equal to V(i) since R(ŝi, 1) = |ŝi|. The turnover from one working set to another is now
meaningfully expressed in terms of the physical working set as
Γ(i, B) = P(ŝi, B)− P(ŝi ∩ ŝi−1, B) (7)
which reduces to Equation 1 for B = 1 au.
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for any given working set. It is simply the ratio of virtual to physical working set sizes.

















which implies that demand bandwidth is inversely proportional to spatial locality.
2.5 Locality enhancing optimizations
As is the case for temporal locality, researchers have focused a great deal of effort on
optimizations that improve spatial locality. These optimizations alter the computation or
the data layout such that data elements that are accessed contemporaneously are in fact
placed together in memory. Two example optimizations are shown in Figures 5 and 6. They
emphasize optimizations that improve the locality of data accesses. There are equivalent
optimizations that improve the locality of instructions, but these are less relevant to this
thesis.
The first example is a loop optimization for array data structures. Here, a two-dimensional
array is organized in row-order, and a memory block contains elements A[i,0], . . ., A[i,3].
If the loops sweep through the data in column order, than the block fetch strategy is de-
feated. This leads to poor spatial locality, wasted bandwidth, and ultimately bad perfor-
mance as the demand bandwidth models suggest. When the loops are interchanged, the
inner loop sweeps through the data in row-order. The interchange improves spatial locality
and leads to better performance because the block fetch strategy is working effectively.
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for (j = 0; j < 1000; j++)
for (i = 0; i < 4; i++)
A[j, i]
for (i = 0; i < 4; i++)






array layout in memory
Figure 5: Example locality enhancing optimization for multi-dimensional arrays.




object layout in memory locality
enhancing
Figure 6: Example locality enhancing optimization for heap objects.
A second example highlights data reorganization for heap data structures. Heap objects
are dynamically allocated, and their layout in memory may not suite the computation
patterns of the application. A locality enhancing optimization can attempt to discover
the object access patterns, and use the information to spatially cluster objects that have
temporal affinity. The improved spatial locality ultimately leads to better performance.
The analytical models presented in this chapter can directly quantify the impact of local-
ity enhancing optimizations. The models also provide greater insight into the reasons why
the optimizations work. A compiler can use the models to select profitable optimizations
and abandon those that are not effective. It can also learn which applications have similar
working set characteristics, and apply predetermined compilation plans that are known to
be effective for such applications.
2.6 Implication to memory system design
This thesis introduces a new locality enhancing algorithm, and demonstrates that it can
have a significant impact on the design of a memory system. A design space explorer
must understand the spatial locality characteristics of an application when evaluating the
trade-offs between cache size and block size.
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The spatial locality characteristics of a working set dictate the effective cache size that
is visible to an application. The amount of pollution (unused data) in the cache increases as
spatial locality decreases, and hence the effective cache size decreases. The relation between
the actual cache size C and the effective cache size Ce during an interval of execution i is
expressed as Ce = SL(i, B) × C. The effective cache size is hence directly proportional to
the spatial locality of a working set.
A locality enhancing optimization that halves the physical working set size of an applica-
tion leads to a doubling of the spatial locality and effective cache size. The 2× improvement
in spatial locality implies that the cache size C may be reduced in half without compromis-
ing overall performance. A 2× reduction in the cache size translates to an equal reduction
in cache area and power [34], as well as reduction in cost.
Spatial locality was shown to depend on the block size. The exploration process can
devise an algorithm to analyze the application working sets and calculate the largest B
such that Ce ≈ C. The search for the largest B is self evident. A larger block amortizes
an expensive memory access over more elements. In practice, the block size is constrained
in several ways because it impacts the memory and bus architectures. Larger block incur
more substantial investments with respect to area, power, and cost. In addition, B is often
a power of two, and it is empirically observed that the effective cache size changes negligibly
for block sizes larger than 128 aus (32 words) (i.e, the ratio of used to unused data within
a block does not change significantly). All of these constraints are advantageous because
they render the search for an adequate block size computationally tractable and practical.
2.7 Other considerations
Locality enhancing optimizations represent one class of memory optimizations. Another
class is embodied by latency hiding optimizations that anticipate future memory references
and prefetch them into the fastest memories ahead of their actual use. Prefetching serves
to mask the long latency associated with a memory access.
A generic prefetching process is illustrated in Figure 7. When a reference is not found



























Figure 7: Example prefetching process.
of a local history that the engine maintains to guide its decisions. The prefetcher may then
initiate the retrieval of additional data items from memory. The prefetched data are stored
in the cache until they are referenced by the processor. An effective prefetch increases
processor throughput by reducing or eliminating access latencies.
The block-fetch strategy that is design to exploit spatial locality is a simple prefetching
strategy. The lack of spatial locality defeats the block-fetch strategy and leads to great
demand bandwidth requirements as Equation 9 shows. There are many forms of prefetching,
varying in complexity and efficacy. As with the block-fetch strategy, an ineffective strategy
increases the demand bandwidth and reduces the effective cache size. However, unlike the
block fetch strategy, it may not reduce the demand bandwidth of an application. This is
because a correct prefetch simply shifts references earlier in time, and does not affect the
turnover rate between working sets.
The complexity of a prefetching strategy is measured with respect to the amount of
state it requires to guide its decisions. For example, a prefetching strategy based on stride
predictions [21] needs to store an instruction identifier, the last address referenced by that
instruction, a calculated stride, and a confidence measure. In contrast the complexity of
a Markov-based prefetcher [13, 21, 26, 47] increases with the complexity of the observed
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address sequence. Often its complexity is bound according to heuristics that are observed
to work well in practice. These and similar kinds of prefetching strategies usually require
non-trivial architecture modifications, and are therefore unattractive for embedded memory
systems.
It is possible however to shift the complexity of the prefetching engine into software by
allowing a compiler to orchestrate a prefetching strategy. For loop-based computation over
array data structures, a compiler can perform data reuse analysis [38] and determine that a
prefetch is required in iteration k to mask the latency of a reference in some future iteration
k + l, where l is proportional to the memory access latency.
This work in this thesis extends the prowess of compiler-orchestrated prefetching to en-
compass computation that is predominantly characterized by accesses to heap data objects.
This contribution facilitates the introduction of cheap and effective prefetching strategies
into embedded memory systems.
2.8 Directions for future work
Conceptually, each (intermediate) working set corresponds to some logical partition of the
program. For example, consider the application shown in Figure 8 which implements a
standard finite impulse response (FIR) filter. The top level function in the program performs
some initialization, prints the input signals (two vectors), computes the impulse response,
and prints the output signal. In the Figure, the x-axis represents time progressing from left
to right. The y-axis represents the values of the program counter. The graph shows the
value of the program counter at different times during the execution. Following the graph
from left to right, the program starts in the main routine, then jumps to the init routine,
follows by two calls to print, a call to fir, and finally a call to print again.
One might consider a partitioning of the application working set into five intermediate
working sets, one for each function call. In general however, an automatic and meaningful
partitioning is often impractical because it requires semantic analysis of the computation. A
semi-automatic alternative can require user annotations to define likely partitioning bound-

























   init (x, y);
   print (x);
   print (z);
   fir (x, y, z);





Figure 8: Example control flow trace.
2.9 Summary and remarks
This chapter presents models to quantify well known concepts of temporal and spatial
locality. The same models that show how locality impacts performance are also shown to
affect memory system design. This is unlike prior work that focused on one dimension or
the other [19, 45, 49, 3, 4, 37, 44].
The new models highlight the main insight of this thesis, namely that locality enhancing
optimizations can directly optimize the size, power, and cost of the memory system. The
analytical framework presented in this chapter serves as a foundation for compiler-guided




Data structures are fundamental to algorithm design. As applications have evolved, so have
the types of data structures they use. Common examples include linked lists, graphs, and
trees, although many more exist. A salient attribute of these structures is that they are
dynamically allocated, and they are referenced with pointers (a variable whose value is a
memory location). This allows programmers to easily build and manage large and complex
data structures.
At the programmer disposal are memory allocation routines that are used to reserve
locations for the data objects. Usually although not necessarily, there are also routines to
free a reserved location so that it may be reused for subsequent allocations. the allocation
routines are highly optimized for fast response times, and are designed to be generic. They
are thus largely agnostic to the underlying memory hierarchy or the data types allocated.
When applications use these allocators the end result is a layout of objects in memory with
interconnections that appear irregular and complex. Such object organization is detrimental
to performance because it leads to poor spatial locality. Programmers often implement their
own custom allocation routines to overcome some of these problems, even though in practice
this is not only time consuming, but it is also prone to errors, and poses a challenge for
application portability.
For a given record type, different instances of that record (objects) may require different
field layouts. A stack object is a record allocated locally to a function and resides on the
stack. It often requires a compact layout since it has a short lifetime, and all or most of its
fields are used within a short time interval. The fields in stack objects have strong affinity
to each other. In contrast, objects that have global scope or those that are dynamically
allocated often require alternate layouts because different subsets of their fields are used
during different intervals of execution. Furthermore, the fields typically exhibit inter object
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affinity in that an access to the fields of one object is followed by accesses to the same
fields from other objects of the same type. Different fields are used in different intervals of
execution, and hence it is prudent to spatially collocate the fields that are used within close
temporal proximity. Such fields may be from the same object (as is the case with stack
objects) or from different objects (as is the case with dynamically allocated objects).
Consider for example a function that searches through a linked list of records and re-
places a certain data item matching a search key. Each record consists of a key field, a
datum field and a next field pointing to the next record in the list. Here, the key and next
fields will be accessed in succession and more frequently (hot fields) than the datum field
(cold field). Therefore, it would prove beneficial to fetch and cache as many hot fields as
possible with each memory access. An allocation strategy that collocates the key and next
fields of various objects in the same memory block, and allocates all the of datum fields to
a separate block, will improve the program spatial locality which in-turn favorably impacts
memory system behavior. Note that packing field-pairs in the same block (i.e., a block
containing key and next fields) does not offer an advantage over individual field packing
(i.e., a block containing only key fields) since the same number of blocks will eventually be
fetched from memory in this case.
Data remapping is an innovative combination of customized placement and field reorder-
ing such that the new data layouts exhibit better spatial locality. All previous techniques
for data reorganization of dynamically allocated data [10, 15, 31, 42, 55] are characterized
by one or more of the following limitations. First, they are not completely transparent to
the programmer and require some manual re-tooling of the application. Second, they incur
significant run-time overhead as objects are dynamically relocated in memory. Third, they
may violate lead to erroneous computation in some applications. In contrast, data remap-
ping is (i) completely automated, (ii) does not perform any run-time data movements, (iii)
preserves correctness for a larger scope of applications and (iv) is lightweight with a running
time linear in the size of the program.
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3.1 Remapping with offset manipulation
When an object is dynamically allocated, a pointer is returned to the first addressable unit
in the reserved segment of memory. This is the base address of the object. An object is a
sequence of fields f1, . . . , fn. The address of a field fi is calculated by adding a fixed offset
to base address of the object. The offset of a field equals the sum of all preceding fields in





where p is a pointer to an object and size(p→ fi) equals the size of field fi in addressable
units. This same offset function is used for all objects, regardless of their type or access
patterns. Some programming languages specify how fields should be organized, while others
hide such details from the programmer. The C programming language for example requires
that fields are laid out in the order they are declared [29]. This standardization is exploited
by programmers who use the presumed layout information to perform their own address
calculations for fast data dereferencing.
Data remapping performs locality enhancing optimizations by using different offset cal-
culations for different data types. It does not violate the C language standard, although
relaxations of some of the layout specifications would empower greater flexibility in locality
optimizations. Figure 9 shows the data remapping impact on spatial locality as defined
in the previous chapter. The figure shows the intermediate working sets spanning the life-
time of execution of the tsp benchmark [12]. It implements a traveling salesman algorithm
which creates a large graph initially, and the iterates over the graph to find the shortest
path that covers all the node in the graph. The initialization of the graph appears at the
start of execution. It is readily apparent that the physical working set sizes are significantly
smaller when remapping is used. The average working set size is halved due to remapping,
with many broad peaks virtually eliminated. It is worthy to note that during initializa-
tion, the remapped working sets are slightly larger than the original sets. This is because








































s) baseline data remapping
Figure 9: Physical working set size after remapping.
pool allocation
Figure 10: Pool allocation.
affinities. These affinities may vary at different intervals of execution. It is not computation-
ally tractable [43] to simultaneously satisfy every access pattern in the application. Data
remapping uses profiling information to heuristically guide the object and field collocation
strategies.
Data remapping has two components. The first replaces the allocation requests in the
program with custom pool allocators. Each pool is designed to accommodate a fixed number
of objects of the same type. Different pools are used for different data types, and new pools
are created when existing ones are fully allocated. This pool allocation strategy usually leads
to improved locality because same type objects are often used in close temporal proximity
of each other. Figure 10 illustrates pool allocation for a linked data structure, and Figure 11
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Input: record size r, max field size z, stagger constant S.
Output: Valid base address for new object.
// Cluster, Base and Limit are persistent variables
Initialize Cluster, Base and Limit to 0
if Base = Limit then
Cluster← reserve heap segment of size S × r
Base← base address of Cluster
Limit← Base + S × z
end if
Address← Base
Base← Base + z
return Address
Figure 11: An example pool allocator.
remapped layout
A A A A B B B B
. . .. . .
C C C C
. . .
A B C A B C A B C A B C
. . .
traditional layout
Figure 12: Layout according to different offset calculations.
shows an example implementation of such an allocator.
The second component replaces the standard offset calculation by a custom locality
enhancing one. For example, to collocate the same fields from all objects in a pool, the




S ×max field size(p) (11)
where S is a static constant that equals the number of objects that can reside in a pool. S is
called the stagger constant. It is used in the second term of the equation to ensure that fields
do not clobber each other when an object contains a heterogeneous mix of data types. This
equation has the same runtime computation complexity as the standard expression shown
earlier. The effective layout achieved by the two different offset calculations is illustrated
in Figure 12 for a record with three fields A, B, and C.
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R1 = [p] + offset (p
 
f);
R2 = [p] + remap (p
 
f);
p = [p] > stack pointer register
(p) R1 = R2





05 if  ( … )
06 p = new node;
07 else 
08 p = &s;






offset computation is not 
resolved at compile time:
use dynamic resolution
Figure 13: Runtime disambiguation of offset expressions.
Data remapping offers a fast and efficient locality enhancing optimization. The offset
expressions may be generalized to express rich collocation strategies. For example, if is
possible to collocate multiple fields from the same objects. This is desirable when the fields
have strong temporal affinities for one another. It may also be desirable to do so when
the largest field in the object is significantly larger than any other field. This reduces the
wasted space within a pool.
3.2 Pointers and alias analysis
In its simplest application, data remapping uses two different offset expressions for any
given record type. The first is the standard expression shown in Equation 10. It is used for
short lived objects that are allocated on the stack. The second is the remapped expression
in Equation 11. It is used for dynamically allocated objects.
To ensure program correctness, alias analysis is required to resolve which of the two offset
expression to use during code generation. Alias analysis in this context aims to statically
characterize pointer accesses into one of three classes: points-to static object, points-to heap
object, or point-to unknown. Data remapping handles the class of unknowns using a simple
runtime disambiguation strategy that is illustrated in Figured 13. When the compiler is
unable to disambiguate a pointer, it evaluates the target address of a field access using
both offset expressions. At runtime, it compares the base the address to the stack pointer
register. If the base address is found to be a heap object (base pointer is greater than stack
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frame pointer for architectures where the stack grows upward and the heap downward), a
predicate is set to move the remapped address location into the appropriate source operand.
The implementation of remapping leveraged existing pointer analysis algorithms to re-
duce the number of runtime disambiguations. In particular, Steensgaard points-to anal-
ysis [50] is used since it does not discriminate among the fields of a record. Other types
of analysis may be applied if they are found to reduce the number of point-to unknown
accesses.
3.3 Remapping of array objects
Data remapping is also applicable to arrays of records. An array of records is traditionally
allocated in a contiguous memory segment (cluster) with a statically known starting location
(base) and size (rank). The location of a field fi in an array element A[k] is computed using
one of the following two offset expressions








where size(A[k]) equals the size of the record in addressable units, size(A[k].fi) equals the
size of the field, and N is rank of the array (i.e., number of elements it contains). The
last term in Equation 13 is called the stagger distance. These expressions achieve the same
layout shown in Figure 12. The remapping is fully automatic, and performed at compile
time for globally allocated arrays. It incurs no runtime overhead. The same remapping
strategy is also applicable to dynamically allocated arrays although in this case, the size of
the array may not always be resolved at compile time. A dynamically allocated arrays that
are remapped incur some runtime overhead as the stagger distance is calculated at runtime.
The size of a dynamically allocated array can be associated with its base address and stored
in a lookup table.
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Input: Object access trace T and window size W .
Output: neighbor affinity probability.
01. affinity ← 0
02. for j := W to |T| do
03. for i := W − 1 down to 1 do
04. p1 ← T[j]
05. p2 ← T[j − i]
06. if (p1 6= p2) then




11. n← (W − 1) × (|T| −W + 1)
12. affinity ← affinity/n
13. return affinity
Figure 14: Algorithm to compute neighbor affinity.
3.4 Profile analysis
An arbitrary application of the remapping strategy to all data objects in a program does
not necessarily increase spatial locality. Some data structures may not exhibit the requisite
reference behavior to justify remapping. The profile analysis is geared to discover the most
dominant field access patterns. It does not distinguish the relative order of fields in the
pattern. This is in contrast to previous work where the temporal behavior of data fields is
tracked [14]. Such extensions may enhance the optimization. In addition, since the analysis
is profile driven, it is sensitive to the input workload selected for training the optimization.
Data remapping uses the algorithm in Figure 14 to determine if the fields of an object
have a strong affinity toward each other, or toward fields of different objects. The measured
affinity is called the neighbor affinity probability. It ranges from zero to one, or from low
to high inter object temporal affinities. Data remapping is applied to data types have have
strong inter object affinities.
The algorithm has a complexity linear in the size of the memory access trace. It processes
an object access trace T where all objects occurring in T are of the same type. T[i] = pi
for i > 0, where pi is a unique object id. Two references pi and pj are equal if they have
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the same object id. There is a different trace for every record type. The calculated affinity
is normalized so that meaningful comparisons can be made. Following the analysis, the
compiler marks all record data types with an affinity greater than a chosen threshold for
remapping. All other record types are left unmarked and are subsequently organized using
the standard memory layout strategies specified by the programming language.
3.5 Limitations
Often large applications use precompiled libraries to reduce development time. If data
remapping is partially applied, the modified layout may not be propagated properly to
the libraries, and program correctness cannot be preserved. A viable solution is to undo
the effects of remapping (data duplication) at a library function call site and reapply the
remapping upon return. However, if this is done frequently, the cost of data duplication may
not be tolerated and the optimization should be inhibited. In general any library function
which operates on objects as a whole poses an issue (e.g., quicksort). In embedded systems,
it is common to have access to the entire application source code, and thus it is reasonable
to assume remapping can be applied throughout the program.
Some dynamically allocated objects do not persist for the entire program lifetime. When
a request to deallocate an object is made, a non-empty pool may not be freed. The imple-
mented resolution is to maintain a bit vector per pool to indicate when it may be safely
deallocated. In other words, the object deallocation is delayed. This may in some cases





Benchmarks from the SPEC [48], DIS1, and Olden [12] suites were selected for detailed
analysis. The Olden benchmarks provide a common frame of reference with previous work
on data reorganization [31, 15, 55]. The others provide insight into larger programs. The
benchmarks were executed using large reference input sets, whereas profile information was
gathered using much smaller training workloads. A short description of the benchmarks
is as follows. 164.gzip is an integer SPEC benchmark. It uses a dynamically allocated
array of records during decompression. 179.art is a floating point benchmark from the
SPEC suite. It dynamically allocates an array of records at startup. dm and field are
benchmarks from the DIS suite. The former is a database management system, with many
different dynamically allocated objects that are repeatedly updated, deleted and reallocated.
The latter uses an array of records that is randomly searched and modified. The remaining
benchmarks are provided by the Olden suite. They are memory intensive and allocate
substantial amounts of heap objects. The primary data structure used in health is a
linked list to which elements are added and removed. perimeter and treeadd respectively
allocate quad and binary trees at program start-up and do not subsequently modify them.
tsp creates a quad-tree at program startup that is repeatedly updated. Additional details
for each benchmark, such as the input workload and memory footprint, are tabulated where
appropriate (Tables 8 and 3).
Experimental results are presented in two parts. First, data remapping is evaluated as
a performance enhancing optimization using commodity processors. Then, in accord with
the analytical model presented in Chapter 2, the performance gains are traded to optimize
the memory design space.
1The Data Intensive Systems (DIS) benchmarks were developed at the Atlantic Aerospace Electronics
Corporation, in conjunction with the Boeing Company and ERIM International.
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Table 3: Benchmarks, workloads and main memory footprints.
Name Workload Memory Footprint
179.art ref1 and ref2 small
dm set14 and set24 24Mb
field 11654 and 54860 Tokens small
health Levels 3-6, Units 1000-10000 123Mb
perimeter 11Kx11K and 12Kx12K 147Mb
treeadd 20 and 25 Levels 512Mb
tsp 3M and 8M Cities 320Mb
Table 4: Data remapping speedup summary.
Processor CPU Speed L2 Size % Speedup
Pentium 3 750 MHz 256 Kb 26
Pentium 2 400 MHz 512 Kb 24
UltraSparc II 400 MHz 2048 Kb 9
4.1 Performance evaluation
The remapping algorithms were implemented in the GNU Compiler Collection (GCC, version
2.95.2). Profile information was gathered using Valgrind [39]. The algorithms were im-
plemented in the compiler front-end, where type information is available and source level
transformations are possible. The benchmarks used in this context, as well as the input
workloads and memory footprints, are listed in Table 3.
The benchmarks are compiled using two levels of optimization (-O and -O3). Stan-
dard GCC optimizations are designed to reduce code size and execution time. Aggressive
optimizations add function inlining and other techniques that do not involve a time-speed
trade-off. Two Pentium and a Sun UltraSparc II processors were used to measure user exe-
cution times. The processor configurations and speedup due to remapping are summarized
in Table 4.
Table 5 reports the performance results for the Pentium 3 processor. Aggressive (O3)
and data remapping (R) optimizations are compared to the baseline (O). For example, the
second column reports the percent execution-time speedup when aggressive optimizations
(O3) are enabled, relative to the baseline performance (O optimizations in this case). A
positive percentage indicates an improvement and a negative percentage is indicative of per-
formance degradation. Similarly, the third column presents the speedup percentage when
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Table 5: Results for Pentium 3 processor.
% Execution Speedup
Benchmark O3/O O+R/O O3+R/O O3+R/O3
179.art 54.97 36.84 74.72 43.87
dm -17.95 15.12 -3.26 12.45
field 78.01 37.67 79.25 5.63
health 8.96 36.35 49.13 44.12
perimeter 19.10 28.65 46.15 33.44
treeadd 12.82 28.02 38.33 29.26
tsp 29.28 10.20 37.80 12.04
Average 26.46 27.55 46.02 25.83
Table 6: Results for Pentium 2 processor.
% Execution Speedup
Benchmark O3/O O+R/O O3+R/O O3+R/O3
179.art -9.33 30.94 74.32 76.51
dm -25.39 14.44 -11.84 10.81
field 58.05 32.83 45.52 -29.86
health 12.03 24.07 39.22 30.91
perimeter 21.96 31.91 53.87 40.89
treeadd 22.36 10.09 31.05 11.19
tsp 2.78 22.69 26.81 24.71
Average 11.78 23.85 36.99 23.59
Table 7: Results for UltraSparc II processor.
% Execution Speedup
Benchmark O3/O O+R/O O3+R/O O3+R/O3
179.art 62.03 4.05 61.57 -1.19
dm 24.13 -4.67 18.75 -7.09
field 86.23 22.08 82.79 -24.98
health 16.42 12.80 32.38 19.10
perimeter 24.14 25.00 51.72 36.36
treeadd 28.89 22.91 50.51 30.39
tsp 45.04 1.43 48.89 7.00
Average 40.98 11.94 49.52 8.51
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Table 8: Benchmarks for design space exploration.
Name Workload Memory Footprint
164.gzip test 15Mb
179.art test small
field 11654 Tokens small
health 8 Levels, 100 Units 100 41Mb
perimeter 11Kx11K 146Mb
tsp 1M Cities 40Mb
treeadd 22 Levels, 20 Iteration 64Mb
baseline optimizations are combined with data remapping (O+R) and compared to base-
line optimizations alone. In some cases (dm, health, perimeter, treeadd) data remapping
alone outperforms aggressive compiler optimizations. Results for the Pentium 2 and Ultra-
Sparc are reported in Tables 6 and 7 respectively. Speedups are generally similar although
some optimization combinations lead to performance degradation. No attempts were made
to determine which compiler optimizations benefit from or are inhibited by data remapping.
This is left for future work.
4.2 Design space optimization
While data remapping affords significant reductions in execution time, the objective here is
to explore the possibility of trading-off some of the benefits in order to reduce the memory
needs of the applications. The experiments that follow were carried out using a detailed
processor and memory simulator [54]. The benchmarks that are evaluated appear in Table 8.
The benchmarks were completely simulated for various memory hierarchy configurations.
The results reported here assume bandwidth of 8 bytes per cycle throughout the hierarchy, 4-
way associative caches, and a first-access memory latency of 30 cycles. Memory is configured
to provide streaming support for subsequent accesses.
Table 9 summarizes the processor and memory hierarchy performance for a baseline
architecture, before remapping. It reports the total execution cycles of the application and
the energy consumed in primary cache (L1) and secondary level (L2) caches. Table 10
demonstrates the impact of remapping with respect to energy and performance using the
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Table 9: Execution cycles and energy results before remapping.
(L1=32KB, L1 line size=16 bytes, L2=1MB, L2 line size=32 bytes)
Execution L1 Cache L2 Cache L1+L2
Benchmark Cycles Energy (J) Energy (J) Energy (J)
164.gzip 1106079932 0.0311 0.085 0.116
179.art 704713706 0.465 9.437 9.938
field 1047393960 3.838 0.922 4.76
health 2616712073 1.293 21.489 22.782
perimeter 813958394 1.4189 7.151 8.5699
treeadd 877485849 1.243 4.497 5.731
tsp 1077624556 1.868 8.676 10.544
Table 10: Execution cycles and energy results after remapping (relative to Table 9).
(L1=32KB, L1 line size=16 bytes, L2=1MB, L2 line size=32 bytes)
Execution L1 Cache L2 Cache L1+L2 % Reduction % Reduction
Benchmark Cycles Energy (J) Energy (J) Energy (J) in Energy in Execution
164.gzip 1083997353 0.0312 0.0848 0.116 0.000 2.00
179.art 216812141 0.17 2.702 2.873 71.090 69.23
field 1047626423 3.838 0.9219 4.7602 -0.004 0.00
health 2044289648 1.263 14.81 16.072 29.337 21.88
perimeter 628221147 1.4178 5.139 6.557 23.488 22.82
treeadd 785358662 1.0344 3.3129 4.347 24.149 10.50
tsp 926038088 2.245 4.985 7.23 31.430 14.07
Average – – – – 25.640 20.07
Table 11: Execution cycles and energy results after remapping (relative to Table 9).
(L1=32KB, L1 line size=16 bytes, L2=512KB, L2 line size=32 bytes)
Execution L1 Cache L2 Cache L1+L2 % Reduction % Reduction
Benchmark Cycles Energy (J) Energy (J) Energy (J) in Energy in Execution
164.gzip 1083997353 0.0312 0.0439 0.0751 35.258 2.00
179.art 250995040 0.17 1.418 1.588 84.021 64.38
field 1047626423 3.838 0.475 4.313 9.391 -0.02
health 2044289648 1.26 7.625 8.888 60.987 21.88
perimeter 628311657 1.4178 2.6489 4.0667 52.547 22.81
treeadd 785407236 1.0344 1.7059 2.74 52.189 10.49
tsp 956363728 2.245 2.6103 4.855 53.955 11.25
Average – – – – 49.764 18.97
Table 12: Execution cycles and energy results after remapping (relative to Table 9).
(L1=16KB, L1 line size=16 bytes, L2=512KB, L2 line size=32 bytes)
Execution L1 Cache L2 Cache L1+L2 % Reduction % Reduction
Benchmark Cycles Energy (J) Energy (J) Energy (J) in Energy in Execution
164.gzip 1113402555 0.02 0.0488 0.0689 40.603 -0.66
179.art 251159762 0.1078 1.4177 1.525 84.654 64.34
field 1047626417 2.474 0.474 2.949 38.046 -0.02
health 2046953548 0.8014 7.7112 8.513 62.633 21.77
perimeter 628440207 0.9088 2.6526 3.561 58.448 22.80
treeadd 785670341 0.6623 1.713 2.375 58.559 10.46
tsp 975110313 1.446 3.083 4.529 57.046 14.31
Average – – – – 57.141 19.00
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original hardware configuration. Table 11 reports the energy and performance results af-
ter remapping but for a secondary cache of half the original capacity. Finally, Table 12
demonstrates the impact of remapping on energy and execution time when the primary and
secondary caches are half their original size.
The energy consumed in the caches is modeled according to the approach of Kamble
and Ghose [27]. The performance results (cache hits and misses) from the simulation are
combined with the cache parameters (cache capacity, line size and tag size) to derive memory
signal transition counts. The model requires capacitance parameters, such as the metal
wire capacitances as well as the gate and drain capacitances of the transistors in different
parts of an SRAM circuit. These are calculated following the example of Wilton and
Jouppi [57]. TSMC 0.25µ technology parameters are used to simulate the corresponding
components of an SRAM circuit in HSpice. Further details are contained in a technical
report [34]. One drawback to the model is that it does not model I/O pads. A more
important drawback is that the model only accounts for dynamic power dissipation, which
makes it inaccurate for smaller geometries (0.09 µ technology) with relatively large static
(leakage) power dissipation. The model is reasonably accurate for the 0.25µ technology
assumed here. In this regime dynamic power dissipation is approximately two orders of
magnitude greater than static power dissipation [52].
The largest energy reduction always occurs in the smallest cache configuration (Ta-
ble 12). With half sized caches, the number of cache entries is halved, thus halving the
capacitance seen on any particular bit line. Since power is proportional to the capacitance
and voltage (CV 2), halving the former capacitance halves the power consumed. Also note
that after remapping, the primary cache energy tends to increase. This is due to more L1
cache hits. However, the overall energy of both L1 and L2 is significantly reduced, due to
the greatly decreased number of cache lines exchanged between L1 and L2.
The largest execution time reduction most often occurs using the original cache config-
urations (Table 10). This is in accord with the analytical model that suggests performance




Latency hiding optimizations anticipate future memory references and prefetch them into
the fastest memories ahead of their actual use. Prefetching attempts to mask long memory
access latencies. There are many techniques designed to either statically [11, 32, 38, 40, 58]
or dynamically [46, 13, 21, 26, 47] predict and prefetch memory references. Static schemes
generally require little architecture investments beyond an instruction set architecture (ISA)
that supports prefetching. On the other hand, dynamic schemes often require non-trivial
architecture modifications. Predictive strategies generally work well for array-based compu-
tations, but they are vulnerable to the irregular memory access patterns that are common
to pointer-heavy applications.
There are prefetching strategies that are better suited for pointer-heavy applications.
They redundantly execute subsets of an application to provide the information necessary
to perform data prefetching. These techniques are thus guided by precomputation that is
often effective in the timely discovery of future memory references, but at a substantial
cost in architectural investments that can include dedicated micro-engines, threads, or even
co-processors [6, 16, 17, 30, 35, 36, 56, 59].
The architectural investments associated with existing precomputation techniques cast
serious challenges on making them practical to embedded processors. Hence it is desirable to
implement a prefetching strategy capable of substantial foresight about future memory ref-
erence patterns, but with the architectural complexity of static prediction techniques. This
chapter addresses this challenge with introspective prefetching, an innovative combination
of speculative and predicated execution.
Introspective prefetching is a unified compiler-orchestrated strategy for array and pointer
heavy applications. It uses cache-miss profiling to focus on a relatively small set of instruc-
tions that suffer from poor cache performance. The compiler then automatically embeds
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Table 13: Delinquent loads in different benchmarks.
Benchmark Total number of Number of











new instructions into the host program to orchestrate runtime precomputation and prefetch-
ing. The new instructions execute speculatively as part of the same instruction stream as
their host. They effectively run ahead to carry out data prefetching. A significant aspect
of this work is its ability to dynamically adapt to runtime information and dynamic behav-
ior. For example, the precomputation instructions can self-nullify when they are likely to
increase the burden on the memory system.
Introspective prefetching is designed to increase the synergy between static prefetch
orchestration and run-time adaptation in response to information propagated from the
memory system. It requires a mechanism to query if an address is in the cache, and uses the
result of the query to dynamically throttle the precomputation, akin to informing memory
operations [23] that invoke special handling routines upon a cache miss. Conceptually, the
result of the query is a predicate that guards the execution of precomputation instructions.
The query mechanism can be readily implemented in modern architectures, and exposed to
the compiler via the ISA. It is otherwise readily applicable to existing embedded processors
and other commodity architectures.
The remainder of this chapter illustrates an example and describes the compiler details





R2 = R1 + 4
R3 = load [R2]
R4 = R1 + 8
R1 = load [R4]
R5 = R5 + R3
br loop (R1 != NULL)
record = list;












loop if (R1 != null)free slotR5 = R5 + R3t3:
R1 = load [R4]
R4 = R1 + 8
issue slot 2
free slotR3 = load [R2]t2:
free slotR2 = R1 + 4t1:
issue slot 3issue slot 1
(b)(a)
Figure 15: Example pointer-chasing code.
5.1 Introspective prefetching example
The analytical model presented earlier in the thesis shows that prefetching must be done
judiciously to avoid polluting the cache and reducing the effective bandwidth. Previous
work [2, 1, 41] has shown that a small number of load instructions are delinquent, account-
ing for more than 90% of the total cache misses that a program suffers. Table 5.1 shows
the number of such loads in for programs commonly used for benchmarking (from the
SPEC CPU benchmark suites). The compiler leverages this insight to focus the optimiza-
tion. It can use profiling information to identify delinquent loads and apply introspective
prefetching only when it is most profitable.
An example code snippet is shown in Figure 15(a). It is a pointer chasing loop that
traverses a linked list of records. The delinquent load corresponds to the statements respon-
sible for the retrieval of the next record in the list (record = record->next). In the low
level representation of the loop listed in (b), the delinquent load is the fourth instruction in
the loop (R1 = load [R4]). A potential schedule of execution in shown in (d). It assumes








loop if (R1 != NULL)Prefetch [R6]R5 = R5 + R3t3:
R1 = load [R4]
R4 = R1 + 8
issue slot 2
R6 = R7 + 8R3 = load [R2]t2:
R7 = load [R6]R2 = R1 + 4t1:






Figure 16: Example precomputation and prefetching.
The compiler can recognize that there are available scheduling slots that may be used
to precompute future addresses and prefetch data. A driving insight is that a processor
can carry out a significant amount of computation to avoid a main memory reference. For
a 1-3 GHz processor, the number of cycles to access DRAM currently range from 100 to
300 cycles, or more. The latency can increase significantly higher to 500-1000 cycles when
queuing delays are accounted for in emerging multicore and tiled processors. Accordingly,
processors spend 10-20 cycles in the cache hierarchy before accessing external memory. A
compiler can leverage the available slots to execute new instructions that precompute and
prefetch future memory references.
The precomputation is guided by the program itself. A compiler can analyze the code
to identify a program slice [7, 53] of the set of operations that contribute to the address
calculation of a delinquent load. Each slice is called a load dependence chain (LDC), or
equivalently, a precomputation chain. In the example, the LDC is readily apparent from
analyzing the flow of data between registers (Figure 15(c)). The compiler can identify the
LDC and clone all of its instructions. They are in turn scheduled in the available issue
slots (Figured 16) such that now as the program executes, the cloned instructions execute
concurrently. They serve to improve performance by hiding long memory access latencies.
The compiler can orchestrate the prefetching such that data prefetched in one iteration
of a loop arrives in time for processing in a future iteration. This is achieved by unrolling




















R2 = R1 + 4
R3 = load [R2]
R4 = R1 + 8
R1 = load [R4]
R5 = R5 + R3
br loop (R1 != NULL)





Figure 18: Time line for a precomputation
distance of three iterations.
creating γ copies of the LDC and chaining them all together. The unroll factor γ is equal to
dLl/Ke where Ll represents the average miss latency of a delinquent load l, and K represents
the length of the longest path in the loop region. An example time line is illustrated in
Figure 18. It shows that when the precomputation is in iteration i, the precomputation is
prefetching data i + 3, for a lookahead distance of three iterations.
Cyclic dependences such as the one shown in Figure 15(c) permeate the load dependence
chains in pointer heavy codes. They pose a significant challenge to prefetching because the
results from each of the loads are necessary to further propagate the precomputation. Herein
lies the challenge. When a precomputation load suffers a cache miss that is not serviced in
time for a dependent instruction, the processor stalls until the miss is serviced. This is not
desirable since the precomputation can adversely impact performance.
This work addresses the challenge with introspective instructions. An introspective
load can query the contents of the cache and determine if it is profitable to execute its
dependent instructions. It can cancel its dependents by communicating a guarding predicate
whose value reflects the outcome of the query. The process is illustrated in Figure 19. An









guard execution using 
predicate from introspection
(execute on hit, else nullify)
is address in cache?
• yes: load semantics










Figure 19: Introspective execution.
address is found in the cache, the instruction executes as a normal load binding the value
from the cache to a register. This value is used by its dependent instructions. In the case of
a cache miss, the introspective load changes its semantics. It operates as a prefetch for the
current address. It also invalidates its dependents so that they do not execute. This avoids
stalling the processor. It also affords the unique advantage of dynamically determining
which of the future references is most worthy of a prefetch. The canceled instructions
resume execution at a later time when it is profitable to do so.
5.2 Implementation details
There is a simple algorithm for identifying load dependence chains. The input to the algo-
rithm is an already optimized and scheduled program expressed in a low level representation.
The algorithm also inputs the memory profiling information to identify delinquent loads.
The output is a program with embedded precomputation and prefetching instructions. The
algorithm avoids the complexities attributed to slicing by leveraging the following program
properties:
• Each function consists of a set of blocks or regions. Each block has single entry
instruction, and it is the first operation in the block.
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• Each operation o in a block is a member of a unique instruction word or bundle wo.
The bundles are assumed to issue in order.
• Instructions within the same bundle are assumed not to have any dataflow dependen-
cies between them.
• The schedule time of a bundle w is t(w), and hence the schedule time of an operation
o is t(wo). Within a block, each bundle has a unique schedule time.
The algorithm identifies delinquent loads as those responsible for 90% or more of the
total program misses. For every load l in the set, the algorithm considers each operation
p occurring in the bundles preceding wl, and if there exists a dataflow edge from p to l,
a speculative version of p is added to the LDC of l. The LDC is maintained as a queue
with operations inserted at the head to preserve data dependencies. When the algorithm
encounters a block entry instruction, it may cross the region boundary to continue building
the LDC. If a block has multiple (control) predecessors, the LDC is replicated, and for
each predecessor, a path-specific LDC is built. For each LDC, the algorithm uses branch
profiling to restrict the extraction to the two most frequently traversed paths. This threshold
is selected empirically. It serves to limit the number of LDCs that may otherwise arise. The
path that is traversed during the LDC construction defines the set of hosts within which
the precomputation chain is later scheduled.
The algorithm terminates a precomputation chain according to several heuristics. One of
the stopping conditions is triggered when there are no remaining dataflow edges to process.
Another terminating condition is triggered when the length of the LDC reaches a predefined
limit. The length constraint throttles the amount of precomputation. An experimentally
determined threshold of seven instructions is used although the unrolling of the LDC can
lengthen the precomputation. A third stopping condition is triggered when a dataflow
cycle is detected within the LDC. Cycles occur when the result of a delinquent load impacts
its future address computation. This type of recurrence is common to pointer-chasing
applications (see Figure 15 for an example).
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When the algorithm stops building a precomputation chain, a scheduler begins the
process of assigning LDC instructions to available resource slots within the appropriate
host regions. Instructions are first injected in the block that is visited last. When all of the
scheduling slots in that block are exhausted, the scheduler searches for additional resources
in neighboring hosts to avoid lengthening the program schedule. In loop regions, a visit to
neighboring blocks may result in traversing the loop back edge. It is therefore possible that
scheduling begins in the tail end of a block, and continues at the head of the loop.
The scheduler begins with the first instruction in the LDC. When the LDC is cyclic,
the chain is reversed and then scheduled. As each LDC operation is assigned to a resource
slot, its destination operand is renamed and register allocated. The scheduler maintains a
mapping of the old operand names to the new names, and propagates the new operands
throughout the precomputation chain. If the precomputation contains a load instruction, it
is converted to an introspective load, and subsequent instructions are properly predicated.
5.3 Introspective execution
Introspective instructions allow the precomputation to adapt in response to dynamic mem-
ory events. Specifically, the execution of the precomputation chain is predicated on special-
purpose bits of information that signal when certain memory requests are outstanding.
The special-purpose bits are akin to event registers that might indicate a cache miss, or the
“operand not ready bit” in conventional processors. An introspective memory operations
require an extension to the instruction set architecture (ISA).
The assembly language syntax for an introspective load is the same as a standard predi-
cated load instruction: (p) ild rd = [rs] where p is a guarding predicate, rd is the name
of a destination register, and rs is a the source operand. The instruction has the following
semantics:
• The execution of the operation is guarded by a predicate (p). When the predicate
is cleared (p = 0) the operation is nullified (i.e., the state of the machine does not
change). Otherwise, the introspective load executes as follows when the predicate is
affirmed (p = 1).
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• If the address in rs hits in the TLB and in the primary data cache, then ild behaves
as a standard load instruction. A value is read from the address specified by register
rs and placed in register rd.
• Otherwise, the ild behaves as a non-binding prefetch instruction. The line containing
the address specified by the value in register rs is moved to the highest level of the
data memory hierarchy. In addition an introspective bit ib is cleared (i.e., set to
false as in ib = 0).
The introspective bit is a predicate register that is updated based on the result of the
introspection. It is used to guard subsequent operations. The following demonstrates
introspective prefetching. Consider the following LDC instruction sequence:
ld r1 = [r0] # cache miss
...
add r1 = r1, 4 # processor stalls
ld r2 = [r1]
...
When the first load suffers a cache miss, an in-order processor will stall if the memory
request is outstanding when the add operation is issued. In contrast, the processor can
ignore the operation when the introspection suggests the pipeline will unduly stall because
of a cache miss:
ild r1 = [r0] # cache miss, ib = 0
...
(ib) add r1 = r1, 4 # operation ignored
(ib) ild r2 = [r1] # operation ignored
...
In the above sequence, the processor ignores the embedded precomputation when the in-
trospective bit is not affirmed. Thus when the first introspective load results in a miss,
the introspective bit is cleared and subsequent operations in the LDC are canceled. This
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scheme allows the precomputation to greedily proceed along, and affords a mechanism for
prefetching data for any one of multiple loads in the LDC.
5.4 Architecture considerations
The addition of a new predicate register in the form of the introspective bit is straight-
forward. The introspective bit may be implemented as global predicate registers, or as an
implicit argument to introspective instructions. Either approach conserves the address space
of predicate registers, although in each case, an explicit clearing instruction is necessary to
reaffirm the introspective bit for future iterations. Naturally, aliasing effects can occur if
there are overlapping LDCs in the same program region. That is, the precomputation of
one LDC may cancel the precomputation of another even though the two LDCs are distinct
and do not share data. Empirical analysis indicates that two precomputation chains often
overlap, whereas three or more LDCs in the same program region rarely occur. Hence using
two distinct introspective bits (that are exposed to the compiler) can reduce aliasing effects.
An alternate approach employs an introspective bit per register, and in order to re-
duce the associated architectural complexity, an ISA may dedicate a subset of its register
file for introspective prefetching. In this approach, the mechanism to set and clear the
introspective bits is similar to the propagation of exceptions flags with NaT bits in EPIC
architectures [28, 24]. When an introspective load is issued, the introspective bit associated
with its destination operand is cleared. The bit is later set when the memory request is
serviced, and in general, the bit is reaffirmed whenever a value is written to a register. A
subsequent instruction is canceled if any of the its source operands have a cleared intro-
spective bits. When the instruction is suppressed, the introspective bit of its destination
register is cleared to propagate the cancellation of the precomputation chain.
5.5 Memory system performance
Several benchmarks were used for the evaluation of introspective prefetching. The bench-
marks and their input workloads are reported in Table 5.5. They are grouped into two
categories. The first represents the array-heavy benchmarks drawn from SPEC CFP, and
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the second represents pointer-chasing benchmarks drawn from SPEC CINT. The largest
set of benchmarks is used, limited only by what the infrastructure can successfully compile
and simulate.
5.5.1 Methodology
Trimaran is a publicly available compilation and simulation framework for VLIW research
based on the HPL-PD [28] architecture. HPL-PD is a parametric architecture in that it
admits machines of different composition and scale, especially with respect to the amount
of parallelism offered. The HPL-PD parameter space includes the number and types of
functional units, the composition of the register files, operation latencies and descriptors
that specify when operands may be read and written, instruction formats, and resource
usage behavior of each operation. The architecture instruction set is similar to a RISC
load-store architecture, with standard arithmetic and memory operations. It also supports
speculative and predicated execution. The ISA was extended to include introspective loads,
and simulator was extended to implement the necessary semantics.
The Trimaran compiler only provides a C front-end. Fortran SPEC CFP benchmark
are converted to C using f2c. The compiler includes a number of classic and high level
optimizations such as loop unrolling, copy propagation, common subexpression elimina-
tion, dead code elimination, aggressive register allocation, and software pipelining, all of
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Table 15: Simulated processor.
Functional 4 int units, 2 fp units,
Units 3 branch units, 2 memory units
Register 128 int registers, 128 fp registers,
Files 64 predicate registers, 8 branch registers
Caches TLB (split) : 8 Kb I and D
fully-associative, 32 bytes per line
8 cycles miss latency
L1 (split) : 32 Kb I and D caches
4-way, 32 bytes per line
2 cycles hit latency (D cache)
L2 (unified) : 1 Mb cache
4-way, 64 bytes per line
10 cycles hit latency, 200 cycles miss latency
which were enabled for baseline performance measurements. The compiler was extended to
implement the introspective prefetching algorithm.
The simulation environment consists of a cycle accurate in-order HPL-PD simulator
coupled with the Dinero IV [20] cache simulator. The processor is configured as shown in
Table 5.5.1. In addition, there is a BTB, and a two-level gshare branch predictor. The
simulator models contention in the memory system and performs cycle-accurate accounting
of processor stalls. A stall-on-use model, meaning the processor pipeline only stalls when
an instruction is ready to issue but its source operands are not yet available (due to an
outstanding memory request). Additional instructions are not issued when the processor
is stalled. Processing eventually resumes when the outstanding data items reach their
destination. The simulated caches are non-blocking, and the memory units are pipelined
such that they can each process a new memory request every cycle.
The MinneSPEC [33] reduced input workloads are used for some of the benchmarks
in the evaluation suite. The reduced workloads reduce simulation time to reasonable du-
rations. The MinneSPEC workloads are distributed with Version 1.2 and higher of the
SPEC CPU 2000 benchmark suite. The results that follow were obtained by fully simulat-














































































































Figure 20: Percent reduction in memory stalls.
5.5.2 Evaluation
Figure 20 reports the percent reduction in memory stall cycles due to introspective prefetch-
ing. The performance improves as the percent reduction in stall increases. The results are
aggregated in three categories. The first group (i.e., five sets of bars on the left side of the
graph) consists of the array-heavy SPEC CFP benchmarks. The second group (i.e., the mid-
dle six bars) consists of the pointer-heavy SPEC CINT benchmarks. The last three sets of
bars represent the percent reduction in total stall cycles for the array-based (array-total)
and the pointer-based (pointer-total) categories, as well as the overall reduction in stall
cycles for all of the benchmarks (total). The impact on the memory system performance
is significant, up to 70% in the best case. It is 37% for the pointer codes, and 48% for the
array codes.
It is possible to isolate the effects of the introspection by altering the compiler strategy
such that it does not use introspective loads. Figure 21 illustrates the process for the
code snippet shown earlier in Figure 15. The LDC consists of the instructions shown in
bold. In Figure 21(b), the scheduler has assigned the first LDC instruction to bundle
w5 and the second LDC instruction to bundle w1 at the top of the loop. The example
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    R1 = &list 
    R5 = 0 
loop: 
w1: R2 = R1 + 4 
w2: R3 = load[R2] 
w3: R4 = R1 + 8 
w4: R1 = load[R4]        # delinquent load 
w5: R5 = R5 + R3 
w6: br loop (R1 != NULL)
    R1 = &list 
    R5 = 0 
    R6 = R1 + 8 
loop: 
w1: R2 = R1 + 4;        p2: R7 = load[R6] 
w2: R3 = load[R2] 
w3: R4 = R1 + 8 
w4: R1 = load[R4]      
w5: R5 = R5 + R3;    p1: R6 = R1 + 8 
w6: br loop (R1 != NULL)
The load in w4 is delinquent. Its LDC is: 
p2: R1 = load[R4] # second LDC operation 
p1: R4 = R1 + 8 # first LDC operation 
The LDC operations are scheduled and the destination 
registers renamed. This example does not propagate the 
original cyclic dependence in the LDC (i.e., R7 is not used 
in p1). Hence p2 can serve as a prefetch instruction. 
(a) Original code (b) Original code with an embedded LDC
    R1 = &list 
    R5 = 0 
    R6 = R1 + 8 
loop: 
w1: R2 = R1 + 4; p2: R7 = load[R6] 
w2: R3 = load[R2]; p3: R8 = R7 + 8 
w3: R4 = R1 + 8; p4: R9 = load[R8] 
w4: R1 = load[R4]      
w5: R5 = R5 + R3;    p1: R6 = R9 + 8 
w6: br loop (R1 != NULL)
    R1 = &list 
    R5 = 0 
    R6 = R1 + 8 
loop: 
w1: R2 = R1 + 4; p2: R7 = load[R6] 
w2: R3 = load[R2]; p3: R8 = R7 + 8 
w3: R4 = R1 + 8; p4: prefetch[R8] 
w4: R1 = load[R4]      
w5: R5 = R5 + R3;    p1: R6 = R1 + 8 
w6: br loop (R1 != NULL) 
The LDC is unrolled twice and scheduled with register 
renaming. This example propagates the cyclic dependence 
(i.e., R9 is used in p1).
(c) Unrolled precomputation with cyclic dependence 
This example does not propagate the cyclic dependence. It 
converts the last LDC operation to a prefetch instruction. 
(d) Unrolled precomputation without a cyclic dependence 
Figure 21: Example LDC prefetching without introspective instructions.
assumes the processor can issue two instructions per bundle, and a semicolon is used to
separate instructions within the same bundle. When the first LDC instruction is scheduled,
it is assigned a new register (R6). The source operand of its dependent instruction is
updated to reflect the change. The renaming step assures that registers that are used for
precomputation do not affect the host program, as noted earlier. In the case of acyclic
LDCs an appropriate prefetch operation is added following the last of the precomputation
instructions. Cyclic LDC dependences are broken by converting the last instruction in the
LDC to a prefetch instruction. This strategy avoids recurrences but will still suffer potential
stalls if the LDC has two or more loads, or if the LDC was unrolled as shown in Figure 21(d).
The precomputation will prefetch objects i and i+1 with every iteration of the loop, and thus
maintains a fixed lookahead distance at the cost of prefetching redundancy. Furthermore,















































































































Figure 22: Speedup due to introspective instructions.
precomputation synchronizes with the appropriate values calculated in the original loop
at every iteration. The example in Figure 21(c) preserves the cyclic LDC dependence
for contrast. This strategy is not evaluated here. The result of the last instruction (R9) is
consumed by the first operation in the chain (in bundle w5). Thus iteration i of the loop will
access the ith object in the linked list while the precomputation accesses objects (2× i) + 1
and (2 × i) + 2. The precomputation can run farther ahead when cyclic dependences are
preserved.
Figure 22 summarizes the benefits of introspective instructions. As expected, introspec-
tive loads do not offer an advantage in array-based codes. For pointer-codes however, the
gains are 41% in the best case. The arithmetic mean gain is 10%. The better performance is
due to the behavior of load operation within the computation chain. If the LDC contains a
load operation q whose average miss latency Lq is less than the miss latency Ll of the target
delinquent load, introspective loads that nullify the precomputation are at a disadvantage.
This is because if the precomputation waits for the results of load q, the potential reward
is Ll, for a total positive gain of Ll − Lq. If on the other hand, the average miss latency of
the delinquent load is less than some other load within the LDC, introspective loads afford
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a exclusive advantage since they will cancel the remaining precomputation. Concomitantly,
the outstanding memory transaction becomes a prefetch request. This phenomenon arises
when the load dependence chain has more than one load operation, and suggests there are
opportunities for selectively using introspective loads in precomputation.
5.5.3 Precomputation overhead
The prefetching strategy was found to increase in the number of dynamic bundles by an
average of 3.66%. The overhead is measured with respect to the total number of dynamically
executed bundles before and after prefetch orchestration. Each instruction bundle consists
of a set of operations that issue simultaneously and execute in parallel. The extent to which
the prefetch orchestration lengthens the program is reflected in the number of bundles that
are processed. When the compiler embeds the LDCs in regions with an adequate number of
available resources, the dynamic bundle count will not change relative to the baseline. The
complier used the following heuristic to curb the overhead. During scheduling, it compares
the length of the precomputation chain to the estimated number of available resource slots
in the host regions. It discards a load dependence chain if its computational requirements
are likely to exceed the available resources. The precomputation overhead increases to 32%
when this heuristic is not used.
5.6 Summary and concluding remarks
This chapter introduces the concept of introspective prefetching. It is a compiler-orchestrated
strategy that uses an innovative combination of speculative and predicated execution. The
prefetching is precomputation based. It is focused on delinquent load operations that are
most likely to benefit from data prefetching. Introspective prefetching is shown to be an
effective unified strategy for array and pointer heavy codes. It requires little change to





The memory hierarchy has served as a central component in computing platforms since
the introduction of the von Neumann machine. In embedded systems however, the cost of
the memory hierarchy limits its ability to play as central a role. This is due to stringent
area, power, and cost constraints that fundamentally impact design choices, and limit the
physical size and complexity of the memory system.
The emergence of multicore processors, and heterogeneous systems on a chip exacerbates
the need for effective methodologies for the design and optimization of memory systems.
In contrast to the design of custom computing cores, the design of a supporting memory
system remains ad hoc, often relying on intuition and extensive simulations.
This thesis introduced an analytical foundation to characterize intrinsic program prop-
erties, and reasons about their implication to memory system design. The thesis also
introduced new compiler optimizations that can impact the design choices significantly, and
demonstrated that a compiler can play a central role in the design optimization of mem-
ory systems. An automated framework which navigates the design space remains a topic
for future research. It is conceivable that the exploration can reduce to minimizing linear
functions of a finite number of constraints imposed by the analytical framework presented
in this thesis.
At the heart of this work is a compile time data remapping algorithm that is designed
to enhance locality for dynamic programs with irregular memory access patterns. Stated
in simple terms, remapping is a reorganization of the application data in memory, such
that memory elements that are accessed contemporaneously are in fact placed together in
memory. Thus, remapping aims to improve the spatial locality of memory elements that in
fact also share temporal locality.
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This thesis also introduced the concept of introspective prefetching as a unified compiler-
orchestrated strategy for effective latency hiding techniques. It is an innovative combination
of speculative and predicated execution. It is designed to increase the synergy between static
prefetch orchestration and run-time adaptation in response to information propagated from
the memory system. This contribution facilitates the introduction of effective prefetching
strategies into embedded memory systems.
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